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our Vision
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Our long term vision for Altswitch is to be a key figure and play a major role as a
decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) that hosts a tech solutions
ecosystem which is influenced by a circular economic model that utilizes
transaction taxes to drive growth and reward its holders.
Our visionary and innovative team is focused on introducing to its investors the
most convenient way to earn any coin of their choice. Not only does AltSwitch
have the potential to double an investment but also possibly surge its value
according to their risk appetite alongside its market performance.
We have conceptualized, designed and built AltSwitch with a vision to establish
a universal rewards token that provides its holders the power to choose from a
vast selection of coins available on the Binance Smart Chain which matches
their investment risk tolerance for their chosen cryptocurrency. This would be the
inception stage towards ultimately becoming a DAO platform that hosts an
ecosystem of businesses that can transact and provide services on the
blockchain as well as becoming a key figure in the Metaverse and Web 3.0. We
are also going to look into having crosschain/multichain operability to provide
the most people access into the vast opportunities that AltSwitch will provide.

mission
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AltSwitch’s mission is to empower, enrich and continually expand our community
of investors to help them thrive within the crypto market. The crypto space is
constantly expanding and innovating and in the long term, we aim to become a
key player in driving solutions based technology on the blockchain and also be
a pioneering platform that serves as a secure alternative to the conventional
financial system and its current mechanisms. Ultimately, our goal is to become
a decentralized ecosystem with a reach that expands into the Metaverse and
Web 3.0.
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Universal Rewards Protocol, DAO powered Ecosystem
The mother of all soon to be built Apps & Services for Web 3.0
that will generate revenue of rewards back to its community.
AltSwitch is a first-of-its-kind Binance Smart Chain rewards
token that gives you absolute control over which rewarded
coin you receive.
Simply by holding Altswitch (ALTS) in your wallet, you gain
access to rewards from any of the listed coins on the Binance
Smartchain and tons of token utilities soon. Take part of the
privilege to the unlimited potential of this pioneering smart
chain project and be part of a solid community.
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“First-of-its-kind” Universal Rewards Protocol - DEPLOYED

Alswitch was conceptualized and has been under long term development. It was formally
established in 2021 to generate passive revenue for the community. Simply by holding AltSwitch
token in your wallet will enable you to earn any coin of your choice on the Binance Smart Chain.
Altswitch is an open-source and completely decentralized platform that has been
conceptualized, driven, and developed by the community. With a total quantity of 1 billion
tokens with half of them set to be burnt after launch, the current circulating supply is
approximately 500 million tokens. The more AltSwitch you own, the more you get rewarded
with the coin of your choice; sourced from the overall volume of transaction taxes.

AltSwitch Dashboard - DEPLOYED

In the medium to long term, AltSwitch’s team of developers are aiming to establish a state-ofthe-art earnings management dashboard where investors can keep track of the total amount of
rewards they have been paid, their claimed/unclaimed rewards and when the next reward
release cycle will take place. It will also enable the community to access a complete record of
their rewards transaction history and eventually will be further developed in ways that can help
users maximize their rewards earnings and utility.

AltSwitch as a DAO

Another future development that we aim to accomplish in the long term is for AltSwitch to
become a DAO or Decentralized Autonomous Organization. Put in simple terms, AltSwitch
developments will be democratized and votes will be weighed by virtue of the amount of tokens
each individual holds. The more tokens you hold, the more influence you hold in the community
vote from which developments will be decided upon. Once established as a DAO, AltSwitch will
serve as a platform for other developers to build on top of the existing technology with their
own smart contract on a plug n play basis utilizing the DAO’s wide array of available
functionality.

AltApps & Services

Another long term milestone of the project is to provide multiple apps and services to maximize
and expand the use case of the token. These can range from Digital E-commerce Services
Platform, Contract Integrity Composition Platform, Anti-Fraud Database Watchlist Platform, etc
which will have AltSwitch as its ecosystem’s governing token.

Alternate Universe (Metaverse)

One of the team’s ultimate goals is to be a significant player and place holder in the Metaverse.
We envision AltSwitch as a project that will eventually disrupt the current centralized
constraints that bind people to paying taxes to their respective Governments which makes
decisions on behalf of its constituents over how these taxes are to be spent, redistributed, etc.
We will build an Alternate Universe wherein each member of the ecosystem is empowered by
the very tax they pay for the services they avail, the transactions they make and the tools they
use. They are directly rewarded back a portion of the value of what was taxed from them.
Creating a circulating and entirely system self-sustaining economic model that will uphold the
continuous innovation and upkeep of the Alternate Universe.
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LongeVity

Authenticity
Our team believes in authenticity, with our goals,
the way we operate and the way we interact
with the community. You can trust that our
intentions will always be to better the
community and to innovate in the spirit of
convenience and sustainability.

AltSwitch as a project and as a cryptocurrency
is a thesis on community empowerment
through a circular economic model that
rewards its investors not only for holding the
token but also for incorporating and adopting it
in peer-to-peer, consumer-to-business, and
business-to-business transactions. We aim to
be a foundational pioneer in proving not only
the token’s use case but also its potential to
establish an alternate universe in the Metaverse
space.

TrAnspArency
Transparency is integral and should be at the
core of any cryptocurrency and we will strive to
provide the most access to the community of
our milestones, progress and achievements as
we innovate and improve for its benefit.

Humanity
With all the technology that surrounds the
project and its day-to-day operations our team
constantly keeps in mind that we do it for the
advancement and empowerment of humanity;
transcending past borders, race or nationality.
We would like to dedicate our work to improving
the overall human experience. We care for our
kind; we are after all, at the root, one race; the
HUMAN race.

Security
We value security as one of, if not the top
concern for any individual or party that
participates in crypto. Our Anti Whale Dump
technology protects investors from malicious
market manipulation practices that may trigger
erratic volatility in the market. We are also set to
be audited by reputable auditing entities in the
space such as Certik for our smart contract.

Customer Centered

Wide Ranging

The long term direction of the project is to be a
platform for solutions based providers on the
blockchain with AltSwitch as the governing token
that drives its digital economy. In line with this is our
customer centric values of which we aim to provide
a world class user experience with the most
security and ease of accessibility for its users.

Constant expansion as an indicator of growth is
a guiding principle of the project. The team aims
to be a key platform for solutions providers and
eventually a key figure in the establishment of
Web 3.0 and the Metaverse.

Integrity

Technology

The team makes and will continue to make its
innovative and integral decisions with its guiding
principles and values at the center. The
community and its investors can be rest
assured that we will continually operate in this
manner as the project continues to grow and
reach its goals.

Technology is the central mechanism that drives
AltSwitch as a cryptocurrency and as such we will
constantly be on the lookout to adopt any
beneficial improvements in the space to provide
the most ease of access and use.
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S M A R T

C H A I N
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S M A R T

C H A I N

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was developed as a means of
utilizing solidity-based smart contracts with much greater
speed and efficiency than other, competing chains. With
decentralized exchanges on BSC offering lightning-fast
swaps and extremely low fees, BSC has started to become
one of the most widely used blockchains for Decentralized
Finance (DeFi). BSC uses a token protocol developed by the
Binance Team called BEP-20. This is the blockchain that will
host Altswitch’s Universal Rewards Protocol.
Advantages of the Binance smart chain are:
It’s a proprietary blockchain, which will provide security and
safety to all users and developers.
Its native dual chain interoperability will allow cross-chain
communication and scaling of high-performance dApps
that require a fast and smooth user experience.
It’s EVM-compatible and will support all of the existing
Ethereum toolings along with faster and cheaper
transactions.
Its on-chain governance with Proof of Staked Authority
consensus, built on 21 validators who validate the
transactions, will provide decentralization and enable
significant community involvement.
Multi-chain capabilities will also be part of
AltSwitch's expansion
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eCoSYSTeM
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AltUniversal Rewards
Holders of the ALTS token are entitled to be
rewarded
in
the
form
of
their
chosen
cryptocurrency of their choice, the amount of the
rewards are determined by 8% of the community’s
transactions in its US dollar value. Holders can opt
to change their chosen rewards to any
cryptocurrency on the Binance Smart Chain at any
period. The best utilization of this protocol is
through token accumulation and long term
holding with ALTS being a placeholder to generate
lifelong passive income from the ecosystem’s
transaction volume and to capitalize on the future
utility of the token as the technology is expanded
and innovations are incorporated.
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AltLucky Buyer
Lucky Buyer is a Decentralized Jackpot Lottery
function which provides entries to a select few
buyers for the week to a weekly jackpot pool. A
winner is selected at random, facilitated by a
coded open source protocol from a soon-to-be
ported AltSwitch smart contract. The use case of
this function incentivizes accumulation from new
buyers that fall under a given lottery period that
renders them eligible to participate for that period.
The rewards pool is then redistributed to 3 eligible
winners with the 1st draw winner earning 70% of
the pool, 2nd draw winner earning 20% of the pool,
and the 3rd draw winner earning 10% of the pool.
The rewards (autonomously facilitated by the
smart contract) are then directly deposited to the
winners’ wallets.
This is sourced from a specific
AltSwitch’s operations wallet.

portion

of
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DAO Platform
A long term milestone of the project is to eventually
incorporate the protocol into a Decentralized Autonomous
Organization that democratizes development efforts and
grants a weighted value on each vote in accordance with
the total number of tokens held by an individual. Once
established as a DAO, AltSwitch will serve as a platform for
other developers to build on top of the existing technology
with their own smart contract on a plug n play basis
utilizing the DAO’s wide array of available functionality.
As a DAO platform, we will enable customers to maintain
control over their smart contract functions without having
issues of centralized privileges which is a huge concern to
audit firms and careful investors.
In order to prevent centralized privileges, the contract
owner can transfer the ownership to AltDao’s
decentralized generated contract, they will then have to
set the quorum of designated token holders to trigger
such functions as either valid or invalid. This will ensure
that the smart contract (backed by our DAO solutions) is
protected along with its holders from centralized desires
and will not compromise future developments of the
owners’ smart contract.
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AltApps & Services
Another long term milestone of the project is to
provide multiple apps and services to maximize and
expand the use case of the token. These can range
from Digital E-commerce Services Platform, Contract
Integrity Composition Platform, Anti-Fraud Database
Watchlist Platform, etc which will have AltSwitch as its
ecosystem’s governing token.
Think of our status quo, you have a currency, you buy
something, once you spend your money there is a
value added tax. And that tax goes to a centralized
institution.
The number one objective of this on the ecosystem is
to drive more token utility and more reason to buy and
spend ALTS on our built AltApps & Services within our
ecosystem, the tax for every transactions within the
ecosystem instead of going to a centralized single
institution, with AltSwitch it goes back to all of its token
holders which will fuel the passive income of our
community. These apps will significantly contribute to
the amount of cryptocurrency rewards to be
redistributed.
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Alternate Universe (Metaverse)
The ultimate goal of the project is to eventually
become a key player and a significant entity in
the Metaverse. Unlike the current centralized
economic mechanisms of taxation that is not
transparent and leaves taxpayers with little
control, we aim to create a digital alternate
universe wherein the community is empowered
by redistributed taxes in the form of rewards
from transactions on the platforms that will be
built on top of and governed by AltSwitch as its
central token.
Everything that is being built along the way is
part of the big picture in finally building an
Alternate Universe (Metaverse) which has its
own decentralized tax system.
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Public Presale
& Liquidity
30%

Private Sale
10%

CEX Listing Reserves
5%

Team &
Marketing
(Vested)
2%
Giveaways
0.5%

Ecosystem Reserves
2%

Future Advisors
Reserves
0.5%

Burn
50%
TOTAL SUPPLY

CIRCULATING

1,000,000,000
(One Billion)

500,000,000
(Five Hundred Million)

BURNED

500,000,000
(Five Hundred Million)

0x2ec79904C2aB4F8b6e8e89c743CB7F7a88DFc0fE
OFFICIAL SMART CONTRACT ADDRESS

LOCKED

BURN SEQUENCE

100% Liquidity (5 years)
3% Ecosystem Reserves (Locked 180 Days)
0.5% Advisors (Locked 30 Days)
5% CEX Listing Reserves (Locked 45 Days)

40% - Initial sequence
2% - Locked & burn after Launch - BURNED
8% - Locked & burn after 7 days and spread

Commitment to increase
value of token

Secured & Released for
target deployment
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The Presale will have 2 sets, namely Private Presale and Public Presale.
The purpose of this approach is to make sure both Presale will have
strong foundation in terms of community and funding.

Private Presale
The purpose of this presale is to connect with Community leaders,
personally discuss to them about AltSwitch, and if they feel AltSwitch is
a good investment option we have an attractive offer to them which is
tax free, 50% more compare to public presale and 70% more compare
to listing rate per BNB. The formulation of the rate is to make it attractive
and at the same the right balance of them not being able to dump our
project unlike others who provide 100-500% rate difference to presales
which is very dangerous on token launch. We are going to be doxxed to
our Private Investors because as an initial investor we want to provide
confidence and at the same time we would like to be careful to whom
we are going to trust a bigger amount of token rates. Private presale will
be the source of funding to support and make sure our huge Public
Presale will be successful.

Figures:
100 Million Tokens for Private Presale (10% of Total Supply)
Target of 333 BNB Private Presale
Buy limit 1 - 5 BNB
300,000 tokens/BNB (50% more compare to public presale)
The tokens will be vested upon launch only, to avoid unwanted adding
of liquidity by other token holders which might result to unplanned
launching.
Eligible Private Investors: Leaders of community
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PinkSale.Finance

Public Presale

The Public presale will be conducted on Pinksale.finance since we see the latter as
the perfect partner to provide best experience to all parties involved. Pinksale offers
KYC, Audit, Liquidity Locking, Token Locking, Secured Auto-Liquidity Generation, Easy
Refund if Presale failed and Anti-bot features which will be useful for our Launch. To
be able to participate in our Public Presale, you must earn your slot by participating
in our Whitelisting Events. We want to provide this opportunity to our Investors to
prove their worthiness.

Figures:

300 Million Tokens for Public Presale (30% of Total Supply)
Target of 1,000 BNB Public Presale (Source of 70% Liquidity)
- Softcap: 500 BNB
- Hardcap: 1,000 BNB
Buy limit: 0.1 - 5 BNB
200,000 tokens/BNB (30% more compare to pancakeswap listing rate)
If the presale pool did not fill for 30 minutes from whitelisted addresses on launch of
presale, it will be open for Public.
Eligible Public Sale Investors: Whitelist winners

WHITELISTING:

Gleam.Io Whitelisting
Persons to pick: 300 Pax (First come first served) (excess for potential buying gap)
Discord & Giveaway Whitelisting
Persons to pick: 300 Pax (First come first served) (excess for potential buying gap)
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Table:
PARTICULARS

PRIVATE PRESALE

PUBLIC PRESALE

PANCAKESWAP LISTING

TOKEN RATE PER BNB

300,000

200,000

139,950

TAX

Tax Free

Tax Free

14% Buy Tax

ELIGIBITY

Community Leaders

Whitelisting Winners

Public

Links

Official Pinksale Presale Link:
https://www.pinksale.finance/#/launchpad/0xBC1d9c7B5B8B290E4D4eCd3AA
C149Ed3937287F9?chain=BSC

Locked:

Liquidity Lock - Period: 5 Years
https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/record/14974?chain=BSC
Burn Token Lock - Period: 1 day & 7 days
https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/record/12875?chain=BSC - BURNED
https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/record/12878?chain=BSC - BURNED
CEX Listing Liquidity Pool Reserves Lock - Period: 45 Days
https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/record/12876?chain=BSC
Ecosystem Reserves Lock - Period: 180 Days
https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/record/12877?chain=BSC
Advisors Reserves Lock - Period: 30 Days
https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/record/12874?chain=BSC
Team Tokens Lock & Vesting - Period: 1.8 Million tokens every 2 Months
https://www.pinksale.finance/#/launchpad/0xBC1d9c7B5B8B290E4D4eCd3AA
C149Ed3937287F9?chain=BSC
Token Locks library with Pinksale
https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/detail/0x2ec79904C2aB4F8b6e8e89
c743CB7F7a88DFc0fE?chain=BSC
The dates of token unlocks are estimation of our planned utilization to serve its
purpose. Just in case unlocking is earlier that utilization, we will relock the
tokens for security.
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The Innovation of AltSwitch
NoN ReNouNCeMeNT
AltSwitch is a decentralized protocol owned by its whole
holders and running under the decentralized technology of
Blockchain - Binance Smart Chain (Bep20).
The ownership over the masterpiece smart contract of
AltSwitch won't be renounced to keep the developments
going. Because renouncing of ownership is irreversible.

Renouncing the ownership or transferring it to a dead wallet
address will kill the ability of the project to recover or adapt to
the ever changing world. And as part of our community
values, we want to be relevant to the changes of the future
and be able to continually develop our project.
Potential Centralization Risk Occurance
The risk of keeping the ownership is only limited to what set of
"write functions" allowed on the smart contract code. And
AltSwitch's write functions are only almost limited to adjusting
the tax fees so we can lower them once we have already built
a larger market reach, but there is no such function that will
completely stop the trading, or freeze the assets therefore
there is no huge risk.
Also as an Institution that recognizes the advantage of being
a DAO, part of our Journey is to transform the ownership of
AltSwitch to our DAO Platform and provide the same solution
to other smart contracts as well. This will completely
eliminate the risk of having a centralized privilege by the
owner only. Therefore, this will involve the community more to
protect and stir the faith of the project without having to lose
the ability of the project to adapt to changes.
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AltSwitch protocol’s pioneering design aims to reward its holders with any
cryptocurrency of their choice available on the Binance Smart Chain.
Opening the doors to vast opportunities in investment strategies and utilities
that can be turned into a passive income source.

Automated Universal
Rewards Protocol

Dividends
Tracking

Automated Liquidity
Acquisition

Anti Bot Snipe
Function

This is the foundational function of the
AltSwitch token which rewards any holding
wallet with any cryptocurrency of the
holder’s choice on the Binance Smart
Chain (Bep20). The rewards are from a
pool that is driven by the 8% buy and 10%
sell transaction taxes from the trading
volume of the token and will have
additional
compounding
percentage
taken from a seller’s transaction within
24hours from its last sell transaction.

Liquidity
is
the
lifeblood
of
any
cryptocurrency and as such making sure it
is stable and sustained is vital to the
longevity of any project. In light of this, our
smart contract automatically puts in place
a 2% liquidity fee from each transaction
and will have additional compounding
percentage
taken
from
a
seller’s
transaction within 24hours from its last sell
transaction which secures the project’s
price floor health and keeps AltSwitch
stable while sustaining large market
activity.

AltSwitch has a supplemental smart
contract that is in charge of tracking all
dividends of each holders, this will enable
us to provide them accurate information
about their rewards, such as total rewards
paid, pending rewards, recent rewards
transactions, Queue Position, Your ALTS
asset holdings, Calculation of rewards
based on transaction volumes & ALTS
asset holdings.

This function deflects “sniper” bots that buy
in immediately after liquidity is added in
the blockchain, this negatively impacts the
price action of the token upon launch. This
makes sure that AltSwitch provides a
leveled and equal opportunity to the
community upon its launch on the
blockchain.
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Operations
Wallet

This is where the whole operations of
AltSwitch for Development, Designs, and
Marketing will be funded.
Having this kind of wallet will prevent the
core team from contributing to selling of
tokens just to fund its operations which is
vital for the long term sustainability and
continuous expansion of AltSwitch.
A portion of 4% buy and then 6% sell
transaction taxes & will have additional
compounding percentage taken from a
seller’s transaction within 24hours from its
last sell transaction is allocated for this
that is already converted into BNB Bep20.

Dynamic Dump
Protection Technology
A masterpiece that levels the field by
placing interrelated systems that prevent
massive sell off volumes to protect its
community.
One layer of this system dynamically sets a
maximum sell volume in relation to a
percent of the current liquidity on a single
transaction.
Another layer is a compounding sell tax of
2% per successive sell transactions on top
of the base 18% sell tax that funds the
rewards pool which then gets redistributed
to holders. These are set in place to
discourage erratic market volatility on the
price action of the token and prevent
“pump-and-dump” schemes as well as
incentivize long term investment and
holding practices. These mechanisms reset
after a 24hr period from the last sell
transaction captured.

Tax Formula

The formulated total tax to achieve a right balance between lucrative passive income, fulfillment
of developments and aggressive marketing is 14% and are breakdown with the following figures:
8% for Holder's Rewards
2% Liquidity Fee grows the Project price floor health
4% Operations Wallet (Marketing, Promotion, & Strategic Buyback then burn fund wallet)
SELL LIMIT
Maximum 1% of the current liquidity allowed on a single transaction,
SUCCEEDING SELLS
Compounding 2% tax on top of the 18% base tax, resets back to base tax after 24hrs of not selling.
Creator Address: 0x118c79a5846516c38d67655acc2c2dd59a718e2a
Operations Wallet: 0xd94bdd48e748a75dc5f41c18f9d9d181d45be4f6
Liquidity Wallet:
0x118c79a5846516c38d67655acc2c2dd59a718e2a
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PHASE 1 (Q1 2021)
Alt Genesis
Team Formation
Idea Nurturing

PHASE 1.1 (Q2 2021)
Project Planning
Strategy Composition
Assets Development
Additional Talent
Sourcing
Team Strengthening

PHASE 1.2 (Q3 2021)
Whitepaper Production
Website Development
Social Media Creations
Smart Contract Design

PHASE 2 (Q4 2021)
Community Building
Intensive Marketing
Private Presale

PHASE 2.1 (Q1 2022)

Community AMA
Whitelisting Contests
Smart Contract Deployment
Team Private KYC & Audit
Public Presale
Pre-Launch AMA
Minor Platform Listing
(Coinsniper, Coinhunt, etc)

PHASE 2.2

Token Launch
Community Expansion
Team Expansion
Post-Launch AMAs
Inter-Community AMAs
Major Platform Listing
(CGK, CMC, Crypto.com)
Alt InfoVideo Trailer

PHASE 3

AltEarnings Dashboard
AltDashboard 2.0
AltEarnings Calculator
Burn Millions
AltBots NFT
AltGames
AltMerchandise
AltSwitch Song
Mainstream Media Features
Major Crypto Platform Trending
Tiktok - IG Reels Viral
Lucky Buyer Program Video Trailer

PHASE 4 (Q2 2022)

Lucky Buyer Program Release
(Jackpot Lottery)
Partnerships
CEX Listings
Certik Auditing
Direct Credit Card payment
Gateway
DAO Platform Video Trailer
Region Targeted Expansion

PHASE 5 (Q3 2022)

DAO Platform
Project Partnerships
(To be announced)
Sports Team/s Sponsorships
Stratosphere Brand Launch
(Literally sending AltSwitch
to OUTERSPACE!)
Team Expansion 2.0

PHASE 6 (Q4 2022)

AltApps & Services (Digital ecommerce platforms, contract
integrity composition platform, etc)
Blockchain Conference Presence
Alternate Universe Video Trailer

PHASE 7 (2023)

Decentralize Alternate Universe
(Metaverse)
Financial System Rebuilt
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The AltSwitch team is composed of unique individuals who are
experts in their respective fields. They have proven, successful
track records. Each one was handpicked and gathered by the
CEO and was shared with the future of AltSwitch and its
opportunity to solve the status quo of centralization. The fact that
they are part of the team means they have seen the vision of
what AltSwitch will be in the future and how significant it will be on
the web 3.0.
The core team members are designated leaders of their field and
are divided into 3 major departments. They are instrumental to
ensuring the success of AltSwitch. The 3 Major departments are
as follows:

Development Department

This department is composed of 3 leaders who are developers in
Java, Python, Solidity, Web and more who are responsible for the
success of technical utilities of AltSwitch.

Design Department

This department is composed of design leaders who have
relevant skills in graphic design, video editing, and copywriter.
They are responsible for delivering creative visual materials that
comprise Altswitch’s distinguishable branding aesthetic.

Marketing Department

This department is composed of marketing leaders that are
experienced crypto marketers, a social media manager, a public
relations officer, and a partnership officer.
The team is designed to work interdependent with each other.
Each core member is given an authority to lead and responsibility
to research & develop for their assigned department to induce
growth.
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BITmax
Chief Executive Officer

Any professional path is first paved with a few small steps on the rocky
road, propelled and guided by a highway of knowledge and
experience. Bitmax’s journey began with a Bachelor of Science in Legal
Management degree, where he gained the necessary skills and
knowledge in proper legislative proceedings, Public and Business
Management as well as the mechanisms and procedures of the
Justice System in correlation. Gaining and building his proficiency in
this field helped him to become a Corporate Secretary of a
Construction Corporation which he then carried over in his pursuit to
succeed as a Millennial Businessman and gain notable achievements
in the business sector.
Bitmax came across cryptocurrency and emerging web 3.0 and decided that
it was the right vehicle to put his business ideas to life. He then built a team
around the vision of realizing AltSwitch’s technological innovations and utility
and offering it to the decentralized market of crypto.

BNBae
Chief Technology Officer

BNBae is a master's degree graduate specializing in High-performance
computation and Big Data analysis. He has over 7 years of experience
in developing a wide range of enterprise and web applications, with a
focus on decentralized solutions. He is constantly seeking scalable and
efficient approaches and applies these principles to the research and
development that goes into AltSwitch’s ecosystem.

ETHero
Chief Design Officer

ETHero graduated as a Computer Programming major, he is also a
Visual Design National Certificate Holder with 4 years of experience in
art and design. He has won various Art and design competitions and is
the design lead who is responsible for AltSwitch’s website
development.
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DOGEFather
Chief Marketing Officer

Head of Marketing Strategy - When it comes to tech-entrepreneurship and
Marketing, DogeFather finished a master's degree specializing in online
marketing. He is a genuine visionary 2.0 and a true flag-bearer for the
industry. His wide experience in marketing spans over more than 10 years. He
is a pioneer in seeing the potential of blockchain technology and
cryptocurrencies. He has been able to grow projects in this vast and fast
paced market. When “AltSwitch” was brought to his attention, he immediately
saw the prodigious potential behind the project and became not only its first
investor and a core team member, but also in charge of marketing
development and strategic planning.

XRPixel
Chief Social Media Officer

XRPixel has found relative career success in owning a Social Media Agency
with international businesses under its clientele. Her agency is responsible for
establishing their social media presence with a distinguishable brand identity.
She oversees AltSwitch’s social media channels, its moderators and
community engagement.

TETHERogue
Chief Communications Officer

TetheRogue holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Psychology. His professional
experience ranges from telecommunications, global background screening
for fortune 500 companies, and consultancy.
He is currently a consultant for a healthcare company providing auditing
services as well as serving as the assistant for its Chief Operations Officer. His
affinity for writing has won him awards in poetry competitions, speakership
deals with international schools and now as a part of AltSwitch’s core team
responsible for Copywriting any and all written word releases.
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SOLdier
Chief Scouting Officer

Seeing the good in the bad is what makes Soldier prominent. He’s a young,
full-time trader who has invested his time and effort to learn more about
different markets like forex, stocks, and especially crypto. He has witnessed
the ups and downs of the market which caused him to see the different
opportunities in the market. His connections to people have grown as he was
handling different kinds of communities in crypto space. He experienced
handling different projects, and when he was given the opportunity to
become a part of the “AltSwitch” team, he didn’t fret as he viewed this project
to be a game-changer in the market.

CARDANOva
Chief Human Resource Officer

CARDANova has extensive experience in public service and public speaking
spanning a total of 11 years. She also holds a Bachelor’s degree in Tourism
Management. Currently she is the team leader of a consultation company.
Her exposure to public engagement and interacting with a plethora of
different personalities has led to her being assigned as Altswitch’s Chief
Human Resource Officer, responsible for screening future talents to be
onboarded for its team expansion.

STELLARcat
Chief Public Relations Officer

Stellarcat has built up his knowledge of blockchain technology and
cryptocurrencies eversince 2017. He has been exposed to multiple projects,
communities and key personalities in the crypto space. He has also worked
alongside pioneers in the space who have developed and grown projects to
noteable market capitalization. He serves as AltSwitch’s Chief Public Relations
officer for his ability to network and build relationships among key players in
the cryptomarket.
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DOX & KYC

The team keymen are doxxed with their private investors and
project partners. They are also KYCed in the spirit of providing
confidence to the whole community against malicious practice
such as rug-pulling which will result in certain team members
and their identities to be revealed just in case it went to a
malicious situation. It was with due consideration and reflection
that the team decided not to be doxxed directly to the public
community to protect our privacy and security. They view being
KYCed privately as the perfect balance between their security and
AltSwitch community's confidence.
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Pinksale Presale
HAS KYC AND AUDIT BADGES

1,000 BNB Hardcap filled in an hour.

Top 1 Presale Leaderboards
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Coinscope has audited AltSwitch with static
analysis and manual contract review.
Security assessment assist investors in
drawing their own conclusions. The contract
analysis depicts all the critical and
informative findings.

AUDITED & KYC
TIER 2 - AUDIT DONE
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KYC

DOUBLE KYC
THE COMMUNITY ASSURANCE FOR OUR COMMITMENT
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AND MORE

Inter-community AMAs
Our move for giant expansions
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Influencers

Talked by Influential People
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LISTED WITHIN 24 HOURS FROM LAUNCH

LISTED WITHIN 48 HOURS FROM LAUNCH

MAJOR PLATFORM LISTINGS
MAJOR RECOGNITION & EXPOSURE
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MAJOR PLATFORM TRENDING
MAJOR RECOGNITION & EXPOSURE
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CAN BE SEARCHED & ANALYZED STRAIGHT ON BSCSCAN

BSCSCAN VERIFIED
MAJOR RECOGNITION & EXPOSURE
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SINGAPORE - UNITED KINGDOM - AUSTRALIA - CANADA - NEW ZEALAND - ITALY - MALAYSIA - PHILIPPINES

YAHOO GLOBAL

TRUSTED & FEATURED BY

MAINSTREAM MEDIA
WORLDWIDE RECOGNITION & EXPOSURE
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Drawing the leading figures of the
emerging tech world to the Middle
Eastern metropoles for cutting edge
technology, the 2022 AIBC UAE expo
plans to unite the policy-makers,
developers, C-suite executives and
legal experts of the burgeoning AI
and Blockchain sectors.
Through three days of educational panels, inspiring
keynote speeches, workshops and networking events,
the expo seeks to create the foundation that the
Industrial Revolution 4.0 can be built upon.

COMMITMENT IN REACHING OUT & SHOWCASING TO INVESTORS

GLOBAL PRESENCE

WORLDWIDE RECOGNITION & EXPOSURE
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DASHBOARD

LIVE

www.dashboard.altswitch.io

FIRST UTILITY DEVELOPMENT
RELEASED SAME DAY OF LAUNCH
CHOOSE ANY BEP-20 CRYPTO AS YOUR REWARDS
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ALTBOTS NFT FOR P2E

NFT, GAMEPLAY, PLAY TO EARN ECOSYSTEM, MARKETPLACE
ONGOING DEVELOPMENT
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TEAM WILL NEVER
Message you first
Ask any of your wallet information
Send malicious links to connect your wallet
All verified links can be crossed check on our Official Social
Medias.
If you encountered any suspicious person, group, or link; Please report and
ban immediately.

dISCLAIMeR
The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or
comprehensive and does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit
effect any elements of a contractual relationship. The primary purpose of this
whitepaper is to provide potential token holders with pertinent information in
order for them to thoroughly analyze the project and make an informed
decision.
Prior to your participation in the purchase of EVERETH coins, we strongly
advocate a careful study of this whitepaper all the documents associated with
the same, including the contract in relation to the purchase of the same. You
may even engage the services of appropriate experts to help you with
investment analysis. Certain statements, estimates and financial information
featured in this whitepaper are forward-looking statements that are based on
and take into consideration certain known and unknown contingencies and
risks which in eventuality may cause the estimated results or may differ
factually and substantially from the featured estimates or results extrapolated
or expressed in such forward-looking statements herewith.
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